Embark, an Initiative powered by CARE
UNC Gillings Graduate Student Opportunity
Title: Research Internship
Number of Positions: 1
Possible Duration: February 3, 2020- Dec 10, 2020
Deadline to Apply: January 20, 2020 (5:00 p.m. EST)
Website: https://embark.care.org/about/
Embark is a global collective of changemakers investing intellectual, social, and financial
resources to investigate and challenge unjust systems in pursuit of bold social change. Embark
focuses on enabling grass-roots movements in the space of gender justice.
There is immense upheaval and struggle across the globe - the rise of xenophobia and fascism
coupled with shrinking civil society spaces. Like never before, there is an urgent need for
coordinated collective action to push for social and political change at all levels. It is critical that
we invest in gender justice and work to ensure people of all genders are equal.
In response, CARE is developing Embark - a global collective re-imagining systems for resourcing
social change to eradicate gender inequality. As a collective, we will invest our intellectual,
social, and financial resources to investigate and challenge the unjust systems within which we
exist, in pursuit of bold social change. We will use our privilege to dismantle unjust systems
while centering the direction and needs of community change makers - the visionaries, doers
and equalizers who are transforming societies through their own communities.
Embark seeks a research intern to work closely with the team to help design organize and
design efforts that align influencers and embark members with grass-roots movements on the
ground. This work will include defining and developing and aggregating measures of gender
justice, learning and using the tools of human centered design, and helping identify
partnerships for this effort. We expect to reward $1,000 for this position.
Roles and Responsibilities: Assisting Dar and English in the execution and follow up of the Cape
Town Global Summit. Working with team to understand and articulate gender justice to
members and partners. Help develop metrics around gender justice for this initiative. Engage
with partners and help prepare communications materials.
Expected Outputs: The student will benefit from 1) learning skills that enable them to
aggregate and communicate complex information 2) enhancing communication skills with
various private sector and public sector partners 3) gain an in-depth understanding of CARE and

how large international NGO’s operate 4) Gain an in depth understanding of community lead
participatory co-design.
Skills Required:
-Masters or PhD level student
-Experience creating presentations and presenting
-Ability to travel to Atlanta one to two times throughout the position (costs covered)
-Basic computer and technical experience
-Experience conducting literature reviews and landscape analyses
Supervisors: English Sall, Dar Vanderbeck and Dannielle Thomas
Location: Chapel Hill, NC
Up to two trips to Atlanta, GA
How to apply:
• Please provide a cover letter and a CV to English Sall at egsall@ncsu.edu
• Please provide one letter of recommendation to English Sall at egsall@ncsu.edu
• Submit Application by 5:00pm EST on January 20, 2020

